
Comments by the Czech Republic on the new draft Community guidelines on state aid 
for environmental protection 
 
Comments on wording in the Czech version: 

 

- terminology - pages 16 and 36 et seq.: "Podpora obsažená v systémech obchodování 

s povoleními" (Aid involved in tradable permit schemes) - we should like to replace the term 

"povolení" (permit, authorisation, permission) with the term "povolenky" (permit, allowance); 

 

- Czech text at the top of page 34: "Podporu lze tedy poskytnout pouze v případě, že 

znečišťovatele nelze určit nebo jej nelze podle právních předpisů Společenství nebo členského 

státu učinit odpovědným." (Aid may therefore only be granted where the polluter cannot be 

identified or cannot be held liable under Community or national legislation) – we would 

recommend supplementing the text with the words "...odpovědným nebo ho nelze přimět 

k tomu, aby nesl náklady na sanaci." (…..legislation, or cannot be made to bear the costs of 

remediation.) (i.e. in accordance with the definition of the polluter pays principle on page 21); 

 

- discrepancy between the English and Czech versions: 

• point 138(b)(vi): "Provozní podpora ve formě daňové úlevy či osvobození od 

daně, ..." (Operating aid in the form of tax reductions/exemptions) – unlike the 

English version, the Czech does not restrict this to energy tax);  

 

• point 138(b)(vi)(a): we recommend changing the wording "harmonické 

energetické zdanění nebo zdanění" (by harmonised energy taxes or taxes) to 

"harmonické energetické zdanění nebo energetické zdanění" (by harmonised 

energy taxes or energy taxes), and deleting the words "zjevně nespadá do 

působnosti příslušné směrnice" (are mentioned explicitly as falling outside the 

scope of the applicable [Community] directive) and replacing them with "je 

jmenovitě vyjmuto z působnosti příslušné směrnice ..." (are specifically 

excluded from the scope of the applicable directive…) . 

 

Comments specific to individual provisions in the draft guidelines: 

 



1) Point 115: in view of the lack of clarity concerning the possibility of remediating above-

ground structures on contaminated sites, we suggest setting out in the guidelines the 

circumstances under which aid may be granted for such remediation and the means by which 

the eligible costs may be determined. 

 

2) As regards the problem of renewable energy sources, we would propose the following 

additions/amendments to the draft guidelines: 

 

a) Page 13, section 1.5.4. "Aid for energy saving": there is a reference to Directive 

2006/32/EC on energy efficiency (Action plan for energy efficiency). Here attention is drawn 

to the fact that account must also be taken of the conclusions of the European Council, which 

at its meeting on 8 and 9 March 2007 stressed that it is necessary to enhance energy efficiency 

in the EU and thus attain the target of 20% savings in energy consumption in the EU 

compared with the prospects for 2020 which the Commission presents in its Green Paper on 

energy efficiency and calls upon the Member States to make due use of national energy 

efficiency action plans to that end. The target referred to is not given in the text. 

 

b) Page 19, point 60(e): in the definition of renewable energy sources, we recommend adding 

the items energy from soil and energy from air. 

 

c) Page 28, point 88, under "Eligible costs": it is stated that eligible costs are the extra 

investment costs borne by the beneficiary compared with a conventional power plant with the 

same capacity. We would point out here that in the experience of, for example, the Czech 

Energy Agency this is a demanding costing system that results in a low level of aid and we 

would recommend that investment costs relating to the purchase of sources using renewable 

energy sources should be regarded as eligible costs. 

 

 


